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Soil samples .. ere taken rigbl oullo ,.bert 
lbe lake becomes unlntfllcable. 

Lake Frome, covering 2700 sq. km, is a 
good example of the many dry salt lakes 
thai occur throughout Australia's arid 
interior. The annual rainfall in the area is 
typically only 140 mm, and the lake last 
contained surface water of significance in 
1973n4. As always, the water soon evapo
rated, leaving behind a salt crust. It is very 
difficult for any water to persist in an 
environmen t where the evaporation rate 
from a free water surface has been meas· 
ured at 3 metres a year. 

Nevertheless. beneath the crust, the soil 
remains moist, as it is in contact with 
groundwater. ln most pans of chc lake the 
water table is very close to the surface. 

Since the crust is porous, water con
stantly evaporates through it, and the 
scientists, Dr Graham Allison and Dr Chris 
Barnes, were curious to find out how much 
groundwater is lost this way. 

Where has all the salt 
disappeared to? 

They devised a method of measuring the 
evaporation rate through a porous surface 
based on measurements of two stable 
ISOtopes that occur naturally m water. 

The isotopes are deuterium (heavy hyd· 
rogcn), which occurs in rain-water at I part 
in6400, and oxygen-18, at one part in every 
500. 

If no evaporation takes place from the 
lake then l he isotopes remain uniformly 
mixed throughout the subsoil moisture. 

However. the surface faces harsh desert 
conditions that have a powerful drying 
effect, and any soil moisture is drawn to ic . 
Water vapour diffuses upwards and is lost 
10 the desert air. This is replaced by more 
water vapour. At some depch. an interface 
belwecn water as vapour and wacer as 
liquid is eneouncered. Waccr evaporating 
at this interface is replaced by liquid 
moving up by capi llary action. 

So, by diffusion and capillary action , the 
drying sun draws on the groundwater 
supply. Significantly, when water is in 
vapour form, the isotopes mentioned move 
at slower rates than their more abundant , 
and lighter, siblings. 

As a result. a degree of conccntracion of 
these isotopes takes place. The scientists 
calculated that the profile with depth of an 
isotope's concentration should vary in a 
systematic way with· the cvuporotion rate 
from the surface. The profile also depends 
on the water content of the soi l, which can 
be readjly measured. 



Lake Frome: vast stretches of lbu , 
salt-entn~sted surface. 

When Dr Allison and Dr Barnes took 
sample cores from six sites on the surface 
of Lake Frome. the isotope profiles gener
ally showed the expected regularity. The 
isotope concentrations. measured with a 
mass spectrometer, showed an enhance
ment in oxygen-IS concentration of up to 
1·6%; deuterium differed from the norm 
by up 10 3%. 

A depth profi le of deuterium concentra
tion at o ne panicular site is shown on the 
next page. This profile shows a peak deute
rium concentration at a depth of 25 mm. 
According to the theory of soil physics that 
the two researchers applied to the situation, 
the depth at which the peak occurs can be 
related to the evaporation rate, in this case 
about 50 mm pe r year. 

The rate at which the excess isotope 
concentration dwindles as depth increases 
should also depend on evaporation rate. 
theory says. This alternative way of cal
culating the evaporation rate leads to a 
figure o f 90 mm per year. The co-workers 
place much more relianc~ on this ~cond 
method. as it is based on a greater number 
of observations. Also. it is not susceptible 
10 errors in gauging the porosity of the soil 
and of the salt crust - a necessary pan of 
making the first calculation. 

A third method , using measurements of 
the concentration of chloride ions, which 

become concentrated in a similar way to 
tbe isotopes, was also assessed. It yielded 
results generally similar to those given by 
the other methods. 

An evaporating saucer 

The sampling sites (shown on the map) 
stretched along a line beginning at the lake 
edge and ending more than 6 km out, where 
the lake becomes untrafficable. When the 
methods were applied tO samples from each 

How lillin~t the lake Bushes away the salt 

when dry 

site, a consistent picture emerged. Evap
oration was least near the edge (about 90 
mm per year) , and increased steadily 
towards the middle, reaching about 230 
mm per year at the site furthest out. 

This trend tallies with the saucer-like 
topography of the lake. Where the surface 
lies very close to tbe grouf!dwater level, at 
the middle of the saucer, evaporation is 
greatest. This occurs at, and beyond, the 
last sampling point, where the surface is 
effectively saturated. The central 25 km of 
the lake is level to within 0·5 m. and the 
evaporation rate over it should be close tO 
the maximum figure inferred from the 
measurements at the fifth site. 

By diffusion and capillary 
action, the drying sun draws 
on the groundwater supply. 

The scientists matched their evaporation 
figures to the lake's contour lines, and in 
this way derived a value for the total 
amount of water evaporating from the lake . 
They worked it out to average about 170 

mm a year. Over the entire 2700 sq. km of 
Lake Frome, that is equivalent to 
460 million cubic metres o f groundwater 
annually. 

Apparently, the supply of groundwater 
is sufficient 10 keep up with this demand. 
The researchers calculate that the demand 

Evaporation maintains a dense brine near 
the surface. When water rt115 the Jake on 
rare occasions, it allows the brine to sink. 

t t 
groundwater move$ to surface: becomes concentrated bnne 

aher water fi lls the luke 

• dense brine retreats 
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can be met hy only l mm or rain a year 
O\ er the entire Lake Frome catchment 
finding 11s way into the groundwater. 

Disappearing salt 

One interesting problem raised by this 
r~sult concerns the salt budget or the lake. 
The innowing groundwater carries a salt 
burden or some 5 kg per cu. m. I r this 
salimty level has persisted over the last 
10 000 yc:~rs. then each square metre or 

Thescienlists used a mass~-pcelromcter to 
measure I he deuterium con lent or Lake 
Frome's bed 111 each site. The shape or the 
prunlc depends on the evaporation rate. 

A deuterium depth prolilc 
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Lake Frome should have accumulated 10 
lonnel> or l>3h! 

Lake Frome's ~ale crust is nowhere ncar 
the 5-m thickness this implies. A crust only 
about 200 mm thick covers about 6% of 
the lake surrncc. and in most places il is 
barely 5 mm chick . Where has all the salt 
disappeared to? 

1r it'< not nppearing on the surracc, chen 
some sub~urrace mechanism m~l be lr<IOS· 
poning it away. One sugg~cion hal> been 
made ror another unexpectedly sah-rrce 
salt lake (Lake Tyrell, in western Victoria). 
Perhaps when the groundwater becomes 
coo sally. the wntcr's density is enough for 
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it to sink down againq che general upward 
Dow induced by ~urrace evaporalion. 

The scientist;' mcasuremencs have given 
them another clue and, taking cognizance 
or it , they have proposed lhe following 
model for Lake Frome. 

They found chat the isotope conccmru· 
Lion or lhe groundwaccr (water at I 111 below 
lhe surface. well away from the isotope· 
imbalancing cvapora110n process at the 
surface) dirfcrcd ;y~tematically from che 
lake edge to lhc m•ddlc. This is hard 10 
explain if n uniform body or groundwater 
is welling up towards the surface. 

The seicm ish believe the isotope dirfcr
c nce is a ve:;tigc or che lake's last filling 12 
years ago. A;. thi• water progressively 
evaporated. its isocope levels were 
enhanced. And ;o the most enriched walcr 
was thai al thcccnlre.thc last toevaporalc. 

That these isocopcs arc slil l 10 be round 
deep beneath the lake bed is a sign thacchc 
waccr thai once filled che lake seeped 
downwards into I he soil. 

The isotope profile should 
vary in a systematic way 
with the evaporation rare. 

An<.l why s hould it do this? Because I he 
dense brine. now temporarily relieved or 
che evapora ti'c rorce\ sucking 11 to chc 
surlace. had a chance 10 sink. In other 
words, when waccr fill~ the lake. il gels the 
rare opportunity to Oush away lhc 'all 
accumulated 'incc the lake was laM 
rerreshed. 

The isotoJ)C method of measuring evap
oration can be :.pplicd 10 any area that j., 

dry for yean. at a t1me. Rcccncly. Dr 
Allison an<.l some French colleague:. used 
it 10 mea~ure lhc cvaporacion from "deep 
water table m the Sahara. 

Dr Barnc;. now ill the Division or Water 
and Land Rc~ources. is using the mechod 
10 help the Bureau of Mineral Resource~ 
measure groundwnccr losses from the 
Amadeus Basin, an arlcsian basin in the 
region or Aycrl> Rock. 
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M o re about the topic 

Estimacion of ev<~porntion from che nor· 
mally 'dry· Lake Frome in Soulh 
Au~lralia . G.B. Allison and C.J. 
Barnes. Journal of 1/yclro/ogy. 1985, 78. 
229-42. 

Three melhod~ were used to measure 
evaporo~tion . All showed that evapONl lion 
intteJISed towarll' I he lake's centre. 


